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I am so pleased that Rachel wrote this book so she may continue to help more people live with
loss." She has a special gift for imparting small and manageable ideas that may profoundly
impact somebody grieving. Loss is under no circumstances easy, but Rachel' By providing tools
and suggestions that offer hope, optimism, introspection, and self-discovery, this reserve
enables readers to embrace the happy days of life making use of their loved one and gently
guideline them through their grief."Sharon Liese, from the forewordLiving with Loss offers daily
encouragement to individuals and families who have recently lost someone you care about.— The
short entries are readable and give realistic, practical guidance to guide readers during the day.s
phrases and wisdom can help make the journey a bit more bearable and perhaps even more
meaningful.
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Author's experience shines in this book This is an important book that I recommend. This
reserve gives resources for coping with loss and addressing the next level. No, this author has
drawn upon her own personal experience with the increased loss of someone you care about.
After spending so much time to get her lifestyle back on track, the author then decided to use
her connection with living with loss and help others in want. The author has incorporated most
of these years of encounter into this book. You will read and reread - such a helpful book.
Excellent Resource for Coaches and Consultants Living with Loss is a great book to greatly help
anyone going through grief of any kind. This is not only a reserve to read, this is a true
reference.. It is possible to read it one day at a period, like the name suggests. Or you can
examine from cover to cover. I got no idea how essential a resource it could be, as I continued to
lose almost way too many people to count over the next three years. Great resource for dealing
with loss and grief I received this publication as a gift following the death of my father to a
coronary attack in 2012. You can even see the book to find the insights that function best for
you.I lost my mother to Alzheimer's in 2015 and my brother to suicide only seven days later. She
actually is a gifted public speaker who has assisted hundreds over the past two decades and her
transforming her lifestyle to provide back again to others will inspire you. My cumulative grief
from 9 deaths in three years was severe more than enough to need me to have a keep of
absence from function. Rachel's exceptional publication is normally both tremendously
comforting and full of so many useful pieces of details that you'll find it incredibly helpful
whether you skip around while reading it or reading it from cover to cover.Although it has been a
few months since the last loss, my grief is far from over and sometimes still feels
insurmountable. These are the times I discover this reserve indispensable - randomly starting to
see what comes up, or browsing through the days to see a heading that feels right for me for the
reason that instant are my two preferred ways to use the book.There is absolutely no one best
way to use this book. But anyone reading the book can choose how to get the most out of this
book.. We have been both grateful Rachel shared her trip and wisdom to help others. I'm so
grateful to Rachel on her behalf book. Janine Fugere The book that keeps on giving. Shortly after
my husband of 35 years passed on; I cannot say more than enough about any of it .If you are
going through the grieving process now (or know somebody who is), Rachel's words will make
you smile, reflect, and help remove so much of the awkwardness that is inevitable. incredibly on
topic for all the emotions that I was suffering from. I would recommend it to my clients who are
experiencing reduction and the responses has been very good.Since that time, i have passed on
the book to over a dozen friends, sometimes mailing a used copy, sometimes a new one.
Actually, recently one of the close friends i delivered the book to last year, asked me to give her
the title once again, because she was assisting a pal with a moving and had currently passed her
copy to another friend. I believe that speaks volumes to the grade of content material in this
publication. I highly recommend you have this book - and share it with others in want.. The
subtitle, “One Day at a Time,” offers a perfect description as each day brings another suggestion
for coping.. Two . 5 years later it was there assisting me through the loss of my mom. You can
pick up the book whenever and find a passage that is helpful, insightful, and practical. Of all
resources I was presented with, by far, this is the most efficient for my grieving. This book makes
an excellent gift. It is uplifting, useful, and written in an exceedingly caring way. Rachel's book,
Living with Loss: One Time at a Time is an excellent motivational resource to connect with for
those days that seem too hard to bear. Priceless Rachel and I participate in one of the world's
loneliest fraternities - we lost spouses prematurely and were left behind to raise babies and
toddlers alone. Neither folks chose this maintain this golf club.. I am back to work now but my



healing route continues.I had the good fortune to meet up Rachel six roughly months into my
grieving process and we have been friends since. She told my dad this publication helped her
wade through her grief and believed it would do the same for him. It is easy to relate to,
nonthreatening, and incredibly respectful of your respective personal circumstance. Though it
mainly addresses surviving the loss of someone close, it can quickly apply (to offering support) to
other styles of loss in one's life too. I was on the receiving end of much of the wisdom in the
publication long before this book was actually conceived. She instilled such a positive message
and having been through the exact same process herself, I came across a job model I
desperately required. I was very fortunate ... in addition to feeling terribly only and exhausted, I
struggled to comprehend the tragedy I endured and was uncertain how to re-start my life as
single mother or father. The brilliance of the book (and her wisdom) is based on its simplicity, its
ability to communicate in a way where you experience it on an extremely personal level (as if
Rachel is talking to you private in a very safe place) and its own call for someone to stay positive
and wherever possible, in movement. Having these tools, I knew that somehow, someway, I
would be okay - it is my wish this book can provide you confidence, pleasure, and hope. It was
my 'bible' of convenience during that first year;Thank you, thank you. The author's suggestions
on how to deal with grief on a daily basis has provided solace to numerous friends who have lost
someone you care about. Along with these losses, my son's father, my ex-husband of 21 years,
also passed away, as did several of my lifetime best friends. Her book tour will be taking her
across the United States in 2014 so do visit her site for information. Very great daily supportive
book to greatly help someone process grief. It is the book I pick up with each life loss and It's the
very first thing I send to friends who have experienced a loss. Very helpful. An excellent reserve,
it could be picked it up and ... One Day at a Time is a good motivational resource to connect with
for all those days that . I started studying this book currently. As a friend of Rachel, I am not
surprised that her talents and encounter led her to a place where she helps a lot of people. For
that, I am thankful.. Or, sometimes I simply open the reserve and start to examine it for some
time wherever it occurs to fall open. Rachel speaks if you ask me on every web page - I am
allowed to grieve and it is ok to feel just how I feel in the countless different phases of reduction.
She also shows how to cope with grief using tips and strategies, and reminds me there is hope
through the toughest moments of the trip. I received this book upon the sudden and unexpected
loss of life of my father and it helped me therefore much. Now she has outdone herself with
posting her thoughts, philosophies, and ideas in this wonderful book. Truly a remarkable book
and an extraordinary woman! Now, I give this reserve to my close friends and family members
who are grieving - and each and every one has commented on what it has helped them for the
reason that awful first calendar year.The format allows you to ease into the author’s insights into
dealing with loss. After losing my mom this past year, I came across this book and could not put
it down. The daily applying for grants how to deal with grief was essential to help move me
ahead. I would read and reread again and again Rachel's terms, as I came across them to be
useful and hopeful . My dad was also given this book by a neighbor who acquired read the book
after the losing her hubby. The book's structure imparts daily wisdom, tips and thoughts in a one
day at a time format. A fantastic book, it can be picked it up and utilized just like the title says - 1
day at a time..and it did. Whether read to be able one day at a time, or even more randomly, like
I use it, there is wonderful help and support here. Five Stars Great just as listed LIVING WITH
LOSS delves deeply in to the universal heart and .. Rachel Kodanaz understands how grief can
cause us to reduce focus, feel natural feelings of loss, & most importantly how we can manage it.
LIVING WITH LOSS delves deeply into the universal core of humanity with vocabulary



approachable to anyone of any background or faith. Great Resource for Coping with Loss Rachel
has a passion for offering resources for all those that are coping with loss. But it’s not as the
author is an academically educated grief counselor. I recommend it for anyone dealing with loss
and looking forward to the next - brighter - chapter of their existence. This book will always be a
resource for me..One's lifestyle is never the same after losing somebody very close to you, that
you loved dearly. It's a must have for coaches and consultants who invariably will cope with
clients who are encountering grief within their lives. This can be during those occasions when
you are grieving to needing a center felt reset. Some days provides insights into self-awareness.
Thank you Rachel to be vulnerable in speaking from your own heart! Powerful Healing Words
Living with Loss can be an amazing book with the power to heal. Additionally, If you are in a
position to ever hear her speak personally, do leap at the chance. Perhaps you have wondered
how exactly to help someone suffering from grief and felt helpless or awkward? I always did.
Therefore, when I heard about this reserve, I go through it. Thanks Rachel! a dear friend of mine
recommended this publication. Powerful healing terms that really do help. Thank you Rachel
Kodanaz!
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